Oxford Digital Media
Green screen TV Studio

Oxford Digital Media is based just outside Oxford city centre and houses a fully
equipped green screen cyclorama studio. The studio comes with 4K capabilities and
an autocue. We also offer both wet and dry hire services.
The studio can be hired by the hour, half day or full day and can be used for a wide
range of shoots. Anything from a short interview or piece to camera, to a music video
or drama shoot. We also have an incredibly fast internet connection that allows us to
live-stream direct from the studio to anywhere in the world.
There is ample parking and a separate client room for guests next door. This room
has the comfort of a sofa and refreshments. Catering can also be arranged whether
it’s breakfast in the morning, lunch or nibbles in the afternoon.

Equipment available
Cameras – With a variety of lens
2 x Blackmagic 4K Production Camera (EF Mount)
Sony FS7
Sony FS700
We can also hire in other cameras if needed.
Backdrops
If greenscreen isn’t what you’re after, we can also offer a 6ft x 4ft white or black
Lastolite screen.
Or for an extra cost we can paint the wall in a colour of your choice!
Props and sets
We have a small range of props in-house, but can also source in props and set
designers for bespoke set ups.
Dry hire
Comes with studio space and lights as well as the green room.
Wet hire
Comes with the studio space, lights and camera of your choice along with an
operator.
Rates will vary depending on requirements, so feel free to get in touch for more
details.

For more information or to arrange a viewing do get in touch.
Oxford Digital Media
4 Farmoor Court
Farmoor
Oxford
OX2 9LU

hello@oxforddigitalmedia.co.uk
01865 241007

